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Abstract
In Hinduism, ritualistic practices are inherent Samskaras, a Hindu is expected to follow at various stages
of his/her life. “Marriage” is one of the samskara out of 16 samskaras available. Marriage is bliss if it
happened at a proper timings. But then, it becomes curse if not done at suitable age or with correct match.
Marriage is supposed to be the most sacred institution of our society. Marriage is intended to be a life
long commitment. Marriage is an exclusive commitment of two individuals to each other who nurture
love and mutual support. In this way they not only make a good family but contribute in the formation of
a stable and a healthy society. The present study is about the astrological causes or the planetary positions
which are leading the person for “Late Marriage”.
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Introduction
As everything old is good and everything new is bad a common saying is not appreciable. So
also everything new is good and vice versa is also not acceptable. The Jyothish sastra is
prominent and primitive of all the sciences. It is developing from the beginning of the creation
and is evergreen.
“ Yada sukha mayuranam naganam manayo yada
Tadvat Vedanta sastranam Jyothisham moorhanisthitam”
Astrology sees mankind as being not only influenced by hereditary factors and the
environment, but also by the state of our solar system at the moment of birth. The planets are
regarded as basic life-forces, the tools we live by as well as the basis of our very substance.
These planetary forces take on different forms, depending on their zodiacal position and on the
way they relate to one another.The aspects formed between the planets describe these
relationships, the positions of the planets in relation to the place of birth tell us of their
expression in the spheres of life depicted by the astrological houses. By interpreting the roles
of these players (the planets) and their qualities (the elements, signs and houses) and creating a
synthesis, astrology is able to present a complete and comprehensive picture of the person and
his potential, based on the natal horoscope.
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Astrology – Definition
Astrology is as old as measured time. The word Astrology is
derived from two Greek words, Astra, a star, and Logos, logic
or reason. It literally implies the doctrine and law as shown by
the stars or planets. Astro means light. Star, eye, Sun the light
or rays are commonly used synonyms. Since olden days or
time immemorial the Sun., moon, stars, Planets etc., were
recognised as sources of light and the enjoyment.
These five factors a comprehensive cosmic psychology, and it
is the art of combining them that results in the language of
energy called astrology.

3.

Health is a big reason where a person delays his
marriage.

Astrological Causes for Late Marriage
The term late is very relative and obviously won’t invoke
same responses in all. Some of the combinations for late
marriage or the combinations which indicates that there will
be delay in marriage. Its important to note that these
combinations are very generalized and in any issue whole
chart has to be analyzed, taking in view the divisional charts.
But still even in presence of other factors, these Yogas or
combinations will have their strong say in the matters of
relationships.
• Jupiter is the karaka planet for marriage in females
• Venus is the Karaka planet for marriage in males
• The house of marriage is seventh, so seventh lord and
seventh house of Lagna chart are the key players here.
• Placement of malefic planets in 7th House signified late
marriage
• Sun, Mars and Saturn when placed in 7th Houses causes
late marriage
• Strength of 7th lord plays important role.
• 7th lord with 6th/8th/12th lord in deep conjunction can give
late marriage.
• Presence of Gemini, Leo, Virgo or Sagittarus sign in
Ascedant indicates delay marriage

Analysis of the Birth Chart
The chart prepared duly taking the exact position of ascendant
as the main point along the Bhava divisions is called a “Bhava
Chart”. There are 12 Zodiac signs likewise 12 Bhavas also are
there in the Zodiac. To study the auspicious and inauspicious
results, the Bhava Chart is most useful. Certain natures are
attributed to the Bhavas also. To establish a certain Bhava, the
lord of Bhava, his status shall be taken into consideration
before arriving conclusions.
Out of these Bhavas to predict the marriage details the
Seventh Bhava is taken into consideration. The seventh house
and its lord play very important role in one’s life. This is the
house of cooperation and opposition. As it decides longevity,
spouse, partnership, marriage partners, romantic partners,
business partners, roommate, counselor to client, doctor to
patient, means relationships which require cooperation from
another person and compromise with other’s needs or goals.

Saturn
• The impact of planet Saturn assumes prime importance,
as Master Saturn rules all the elements where patience
needs to be practiced.
• If Saturn aspects or is sitting on 7th house then it will lead
a late marriage.
• Even Saturn is sitting with Venus or Jupiter it will also
happen.
• Saturn governs over 7th house in case of Cancer and Leo.
Hence, they must delay their marriages or else they will
face separation.
• The first and seventh house of Navamsa i.e ninth
divisional chart is also to be observed.
• Saturn with other planets cause late marriage
• Saturn Aspecting or conjunction with moon or sun also
delays a marriage
• A relationship of Saturn with 7th House also results in
delay of marriage

Importance of Marriage
In Hinduism, ritualistic practices are inherent Samskaras, a
Hindu is expected to follow at various stages of his/her life 16
(Shodasha Samskara). Out of this sixteen samskara
“Marriage” comes at thirteenth (13th) Samskara. Now a days,
we all know about four samskaras namely, Jatakarma,
Upanayana, Vivah, Antyeshti.
Marriage is bliss if it happened at a proper timings. But then,
it becomes curse if not done at suitable age or with correct
match. “Curse” is nothing but bad karmas done in the past
lives with certain class or people. That “Curse” becomes our
samskara in this birth in the form of planetary combinations.
But more and more marriages today tend to end in divorce.
Astrologically, seventh house in kundli decides the stability in
married life. It will blossom into a flower or wither depends
on planets posited in the seventh house and planets aspecting
on seventh house and seventh lord.
In a chart, seventh house signifies native’s spouse or marital
life. It tells us so many things about native’s marital life.

Mars
• Mars as expected have a role of paramount importance in
affairs of marriage.
• In Indian tradition even a naïve with no knowledge of
astrology would get scared of hearing effect of Mars on
seventh house, which is called as Manglik Dosha.
• So when placed in 1st,4th,7th,8th and 12th house, one is
ought to have manglik dosha i.e negative effect of Mars
in regards to marriage affairs.

Delay of Marriage
Depending on countries and culture marriage age will change,
in the western world, there are no set parameters regarding
marriage age and you will witness a quite a range in marriage
ages there. Whereas in Asian countries like India, getting
married in right age is a huge concern, especially for parents
who make sure their children get marry at the right age. Now
defining the right age of marriage is also a tricky part because
every individual have their own reasons and they choose
when to marry.:
1. Wealth can be a reason where a person delays his
marriage.
2. Education can also be a reason which creates a delay in
marriage.

Venus
• Venus is known as the planet of relationship and love.
When Venus unites with evil planets such as Sun, Saturn
and Ketu or even Saturn aspects Venus the Venus energy
are damaged. It may lead individual to late marriage.
• Retrogradation, debilitation and combustion of Venus
make it tough for the native to take any decision
regarding marriage.
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marriage .For ascertaining the final impact, 7th lord should be
seen.
Rahu
• Rahu is very much compulsive and obsessive. It will lead
a person to an unlawful marriage. When Rahu sits on 7th
house then it makes individual to attract strongly and
makes him obsessive. It will be the reason for his early
marriage. But the native will get separated after the
illusion get over a Rahu is illusion. Those who have Rahu
in their 7th house must think prudently before marriage.

When Venus is located in Leo, Cancer then marriage can
be delayed as sun the is foe of Venus.
Venus , lord of Ascedant and 7th House in papakartari
yoga also causes delay in marriage

Jupiter
• Jupiter has much importance in our life. Jupiter has the
control over children, marriage, wisdom, fortune and
higher knowledge. If an individual’s Jupiter is
retrograded, combusted or debilitated then it will delay
his marriage. It will also create inharmoniousness in
nuptial life.

Ketu
• Ketu is not interested and wanted to stay detach from
materialistic world. So, if Ketu is located at 7th house
then the native will not be interested in nuptial
relationship if not Venus or Jupiter aspect Ketu. 2nd and
4th house stands for family. If evil planets such as Sun,
Saturn or Moon is sitting along with Ketu on 2nd.

Sun in marriage
• If Sun aspects or is sitting on 7th house it will provide a
late marriage. Native will have the problems of ego in
relationship
Role of Lunar nodes Rahu-Ketu is also important. Though
any affliction to 7th house by these nodes indicate nature of
marriage, it can also manifest itself in form of delay in

Analysis of Chart : 22-12-1987 Time: 7.45 pm Place:
Tiruvur Gender:Male

Lagna:Cancer •Lagna Lord: Moon •Sun is in
Sagittarus(Friend Sign) •Moon is in Capricorn(Equal) •Mars
is in Libra(Equal) •Mercury is in Sagittarus(Equal Sign)
•Jupiter is in Pisces(Own Sign) •Venus is in Capricorn(Friend
sign) •Saturn is in Sagittarus(Equal sign) •Rahu is in
Pisces(Friend Sign) •Ketu is in Virgo(Mooltrikon)
•Lagnadhipathi Moon is in Capricorn. • 2nd House Lord Sun is
in Sagittarus. • 3rd and 12th House Lord Mercury is in
Combustion with Sun and Saturn in Sagittarus • 4th and 11th
House Lord Venus is in Capricorn. • 5th and 10th House Lord
Mars is in Libra. • 6th and 9th House Lord Jupiter is in Pisces
with Rahu. • 7th and 8th House Lord Saturn is in Sagittarus
with Mercury and Sun.

Analysis of Chart Dob: 14-08-1975 Time:6.10 pm
Place:Tenali Gender:Female
Lagna : Capricorn • Lagna Lord: Saturn • Sun is in
Cancer(Equal) •Moon is in Scorpio(Debilitated) •Mars is in
Taurus(Equal) • Mercury is in Leo(Friend sign) • Jupiter is in
Aries(Friend sign) • Venus is in Leo(Enemy Sign) • Saturn is
in Cancer(Enemy Sign) • Rahu is in Scorpio(Exalted) • Ketu
is in Taurus(Debilitated) • Lagnadhipathi and 2nd House Lord
Saturn is in Cancer. • 3 rd and 12th House Lord Jupiter is
inTaurus. • 4th and 11th House Lord Mars is in Taurus with
Ketu. • 5th and 10th House Lord Venus is in Leo with
Mercury. • 6th and 9th House Lord Mercury is in Leo. • 7th
House Lord Moon is in Scorpio with Rahu. • 8th House Lord
Sun is in Cancer with Saturn. PREDICTION OF LATE
MARRIAGE • Jupiter is the Karaka planet for marriage in
females. • 7th House is House of marriage : Cancer • 7th House
Lord : Moon • Saturn is combusted with Sun in 7th House
delays a marriage. • Venus in Leo as foe of Sun causes delay
of marriage. • 7th Lord is having 7th Aspect of Mars delays
marriage.

Prediction of Late Marriage: • Venus is the Karaka planet
for marriage in males. • 7th House is House of marriage :
Capricorn • 7th House Lord : Saturn • Karaka of Marriage
Venus is with Moon in 7th House which causes Delay. •Saturn
7th House Lord is combusted with Sun in Sagittarus •7th
House having 7th Aspect of Mars. •Mars is in 4th House delays
marriage. • 7th Lord Saturn is in 6th House delay marriage. •7th
Lord Saturn with 12th Lord Mercury delay marriage.
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Conclusion
By the analysis of taking 40 samples it is clear the planets
related to 7th House plays a vital role in predicting the causes
for delay in marriage. We have to predict by taking many
aspects into consideration. But as per the study it is evident
that the planetary positions influence the person in all aspects.
This study is useful to predict the causes for late marriage and
we shall also continue the study to predict the time of
marriage also.
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